Bureau Of Office Services

Healthcare
Radiology ExperienceWe have radiology transcription personnel with over 15 years' experience in all areas of diagnostic
imaging, from general x-rays to nuclear medicine. User-Friendly Dictation TechnologyYour radiologists using the
Bureau's Crescendo dictation/transcription system have a variety of options to select from when dictating reports. You
may choose from the most advanced and convenient dictation capture methods including:
- Advanced Computer Dictation and Voice Recognition (background and foreground)
- Portable Digital Hand Helds (PDAs)
- Analog and Digital Telephones
- Bar Coding Available with All
Author InterfaceYou and your staff choose the most advantageous audio capture method for your radiologists. Our most
advanced method allows for real time computer capture and voice recognition. These utilize our latest cordless bar-code
reading, high gain and noise-cancelling microphones. Automation and efficiency are the keys to a productive radiologist
and bar coding, voice recognition and automated transfers afford the least overhead. Optimize your radiologists' time so
their time is spent interpreting images. Guarantee and QualityTurnaround times are guaranteed and customized to your
needs. We work directly with your administrative staff and radiologists to assure the highest quality product.
DistributionThe finished transcription can be delivered by printing from a dedicated computer at your facility, e-mailed via
a secure encrypted e-mail, or uploaded to your electronic medical record system. Our administrative staff has a minimum
of 10 years' experience in text integration and utilizes the latest technology and document processing
systems.SecurityOur corporate security policy ensures that our systems, networks and data are safe and available.
Employees work within the framework of an encrypted, streamed environment. This means that sensitive data is only
stored in our secure Class III data center. When you entrust the Bureau with your data, you can rest assured that all
access is protected, meticulously documented (logged) and relevant. Bureau systems are fully HIPAA compliant and a
complete history of access to records is immediately available for all processed work.
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